DESIGN . MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART FAIR

EPHEMERAL PAVILIONS AVENUE DES CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES | PARIS
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Art Élysées–Art & Design fair is a major event during the Parisian Art Week that takes place every year in October. It contributes
to the capital’s artistic dynamism and activity. The fair stands apart from other fairs by offering reliable assets, valuable works
of art and an alternative to the current art market. Through its unique identity and strong stand on art, the fair is a key event for
art aficionados and collectors. The Art Élysées–Art & Design fair showcases an exceptional range of art. Both French and foreign
galleries present a substantial selection of works in response to the market’s current demands. During each edition the fair renews
coherent dialogue between modern and contemporary art and design. Contemporary artists can be found next to some of the
greatest references that have marked art history of the 20th century. Effective and attractive business opportunities; Art Élysées
is a key fair for buyers and art professionals.

A PRESTIGIOUS LOCATION: THE CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES AVENUE
The ephemeral pavilions of Art Élysées are located harmoniously along the Avenue des Champs-Élysées, between place de la
Concorde and place Clemenceau, opposite the Grand Palais. A remarkable location, in the heart of Paris, each year the fair’s
presence on this mythical avenue contributes to the city’s cultural aura and to the fair’s international reputation.

2019 FIGURES
•

102 EXHIBITORS

•

OVER 800 ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS

•

37 600 VISITORS

•

9.000 VISITORS, PREVIEW OPENING

•

DURATION : 6 DAYS

•

4 EPHEMERAL PAVILIONS

•

6000 M2 EXHIBITION SURFACE

•

530 M IN LENGTH
ON THE CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES

•
Art Élysées 2019 with the support of the Ministry of Culture

62 PARTNERS
FRENCH AND INTERNATIONAL

A WELCOMING ATMOSPHERE
Due the fair’s human scale and clear visit, Art Élysées–Art &
Design sets itself apart. With a single central aisle, the linear
path creates an enjoyable perspective where each gallery is
aligned and receives the same visibility. The works are shown
in a clear and lively manner offering visitors a pleasant tour in
a convivial setting.

BA

MUTUAL SYNERGY
Art Élysées thrives on remarkable dynamics: the fair is now
composed of four pavilions that house four different sections:
modern art, contemporary art, urban art and design.
The fourth most recent pavilion welcomes young galleries
or galleries specialized in contemporary art and urban art.
These galleries play an essential part in the development and
rise to prominence of artists from different backgrounds, by
answering the preferences of new buyers or connoisseurs
who wish to view and purchase art that remains accessible
artistically and financially.
All four pavilions are aligned from place de la Concorde to
place Clemenceau and this creates a clear, enjoyable visit. The
design section, near the Grand Palais, is a striking assembly
that gathers a dozen of galleries representing 20th century
and contemporary furniture.

Over four years, the organizers have wished to renew the
design section by showcasing contemporary design with the
presence of many Belgian galleries. The design section aims
at current trends and offers the public a larger range of very
selective furniture, objects and lighting.
By thinking outside of the box and associating different artistic
movements in absolute synergy, Art Élysées–Art & Design has
secured its place as a leading art fair. In 2021, the fair will
celebrate its 15th anniversary and has constantly evolved
thanks to the organizers' work, its choices and clairvoyance
and also thanks to Art Elysées' endorsers. Therefore the fair
continues to expand in quality and reputation, each edition
is met with a great success.

THE ARTISTIC COMMITTEE:
QUALIFIED & PROFICIENT

ART ÉLYSÉES—ART & DESIGN: THE FAIR’S KEY ASSETS

•

A remarkable location.

•

High quality selection of galleries, artists and works of art.

•

A clear identity: leader in modern art, classical contemporary art and 20th century design.

•

Pavilion structure: a single central aisle ensures a clear and enjoyable visit.

•

Each exhibitor benefits from the same visibility.

•

Communication all around Paris, in France and abroad.

•

Duration : 6 days, 1 extra day in comparison to other events during the art week in Paris.

•

Important level of business generated.

•

Important attendancy and networking opportunities.

•

Internationally acclaimed art fair.

In order to maintain high quality exhibitions and a unique identity,
the Art Élysées–Art & Design organizers work closely with an artistic committee made of galleries, art collectors and experts in modern,
contemporary art and design. The committee is in charge of ensuring
the selection of participating galleries and guarantees the fair’s excellent artistic level. A board of experts ensures the authenticity of
the works present onsite before the fair’s opening.
2020 members of the Artistic Committee : Anisabelle Berès-Montanari
(Owner of Galerie Berès ), Florence Berès-Montanari (Director of Galerie
Berès), Erin Renner Cordell (Counsellor at OECD), Alice Paillard (C.E.O
of the Bruno Paillard Champagne House), Baudoin Lebon (Owner of
Galerie baudoin lebon and chairman of the Committee), David Nahmad
(Owner of Nahmad Gallery, Art collector), Bruno Paillard (Chairman of
the Bruno Paillard Champagne House and art collector), Robert Vifian
(Art collector), Lazslo von Vertes (Owner of Galerie von Vertes).

A CULTURAL ACTOR & EXHIBITIONS
OF MUSEUM-LIKE QUALITY
Art Élysées takes part in the artistic and cultural dynamism of Paris:
it is a place in which exchanges are smooth and where visitors can
meet artists, museums, foundations and cultural institutions... since
its creation, the fair welcomes inside its pavilions exhibitions that are
institutional, often exclusive or private collections: the record covers
drawn by Andy Warhol, the Vasarely foundation. In 2014, the fair was
pleased to welcome the Frank Popper contemporary art center along
with the artist Carlos Cruz Diez, who presented his famous chromosaturation cabin. In 2015, the fair presented the exhibition “Art Élysées
Light Project” in collaboration with the International Organization of
the Year of Light. This exhibition put into perspective three artists:
Yves Charnay, Pierre Marie Lejeune and Éric Michel. As a cultural
actor, Art Élysées often gives artists from different backgrounds the
opportunity to express themselves through testimonial-exhibitions,
raising awareness on today’s issues: immigration, climate change and
the consequences on our planet. In 2019, the organizers were pleased
to present with the art center, the Clairefontaine Chapel the artwork
of Joel-Peter Witkin which theme was "When Joel-Peter Witkin meets
Picasso ".
Supported by the Ministry of the Culture, Art Élysées is also supported
by several cultural institutions such as the Picasso Museum.
For the next edition of Art Élysées, gallerist Alexandre Skinas de
Bourbon Parme will pay tribute to his godfather, the greek gallerist,
Alexandre Iolas who owned galleries in New York, Paris, Athens, and
supported for a long time avant-garde artists such as Victor Brauner,
Niki de Saint Phalle, encouraging collectors to buy their works. As a
great art collector, from a very young age he purchased surrealist
works of art, followed by the new realists and all new currents in general. One or several works by artists represented by the Alexandre Iolas
gallery will be selected and exhibited. Over thirty years after his disappearance, his name still resonates with an important number of post
war artists as well as artists from the beginning of the 20th century.
These artists particularly represent the Art Élysées fair’s DNA.

CONTEMPORARY & URBAN ART SECTION
ART ÉLYSÉES-ART & DESIGN, PAVILION E
AVENUE DES CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES,
OCTOBRE 22-26 , 2020.

As a substantial part of the contemporary art movement, it has become essential to promote urban art. Withstanding fashion
and trends in general, the 4th pavilion of the Art Élysées fair, was created for the increasing interest in urban art. This movement
created a new generation of self-educated artists who chose to follow their paths, defying social conventions, rewriting their
own codes. Self-portraits, nicknames, artistic vandalism, collage, mimics, deflections, calligraphy, typography, such are the traits
used by each artist. Urban art has become a proper investment, far from its underground heritage.
Through this fourth pavilion, the Art Élysées organisers, wish to shine light on a new section open to contemporary art
and urban art. In 2015 it was initially thought of as an ambitious event, supported by an enthusiastic and determined artistic committee of professionals. Art Élysées offers a large range of art from the 20th and 21st century, creating true synergy
with the other three sections. Each pavilion stays true to its specificity and benefits from the same type of structure - one main
aisle – which offers a clear perspective in which each gallery aligns and can be seen equally. This simple and dynamic disposition
grants the public an enjoyable viewing in a welcoming atmosphere.

AVENUE DES CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES
OCTOBER 22-26, 2020

ART ÉLYSÉES:
THE KEY TO YOUR
COMMUNICATION
PROJECTS

RD PT DES
CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES
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Join us in 2020 during the Parisian Art Week.
Ensure your brand’s high visibility through our remarkable location and efficient communication tools.

GRAND PALAIS
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A customized collaboration for your communication projects
Becoming a partner of the fair entails:
•

Promoting your brand, products or activity in a distinctive
and impactful way.

•

Setting up private tours for your clients, associates and VIP.

•

Organizing an event or an awards ceremony.

•

Owning communication onsite in the strategic location of
the fair.

•

Booking ad space in one of our communication materials.

Hosting events for your clients, collaborators and providers:
PLACE
DE LA CONCORDE

AN EXCEPTIONAL LOCATION

•

Quality PR-time around modern, contemporary art and
design.

•

Lunches, cocktails, soirees.

•

Exclusive previews, opening night or night openings with
events and happenings.

•

Booking space for private events

Linking your image to the fair’s values:
•

Broadcasting your information via adverts and/or includingbrand logo on the fair’s communication tools for a targeted
public.

PARTNERS
2019
OFFICIAL

PARTNERS

ART VISIONS
B SIGNATURE
BARNEBYS
BRUNO PAILLARD
CONNAISSANCE DES ARTS
FG RADIO
L’OEIL
LE JOURNAL DES ARTS
LE CERCLE
DES PARFUMEURS
LIVIO & LIVIO PIÙ
MARIN
MUSÉE PICASSO
POINT DE VUE
WHERE MAGAZINE

ARTPRICE
BAIL ART
BARTER
CULTIVIST
LES AMIS DU MAM
DE LA VILLE DE PARIS
LA CHAPELLE
DE CLAIREFONTAINE
SOCIÉTÉ DES AMIS
DU MUSÉE NATIONAL

Avec le parrainage du
ministère de la Culture

PARTNERS &
MEDIAS
The Art Élysées–Art & Design team sets up an important
communication strategy and develops it during each new edition.

• Optimal visibility :
the key asset of the Art Élysées–Art & Design fair is its
excellent location in Paris. 4 pavilions set on the Avenue des
Champs-Élysées, from the Grand Palais to place de la Concorde.

•

INFORMATION
PLACE
Pavilion, avenue des Champs-Élysées, Paris 75008
from place Clemenceau to place de la Concorde

TICKET: 20€
		
CATALOGUE: 15€
		

OPENING HOURS
Every day from Thursday October 22nd to Monday 26th, 2020
11:00 AM to 8:00 PM, excepted Monday, closed at 6:00 PM
PREVIEW OPEN ONLY TO PRESS AND PROFESSIONALS
BY INVITATION ONLY:
- Trade afternoon for professionals, Wednesday October 21st,
from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM
- Vernissage Wednesday October 21st, from 6:00 PM to 10:00 PM.

An online dynamic communication, an interactive website:
- www.artelysees.fr | www.8e-avenue.com : all the news on galleries, artists, performances, exhibitions and events..

PRESS
ART ABSOLUMENT
ART IN AMERICA
ART PASSIONS
ARTENSION
BERKELEY TRAVEL
CENTRE FRANCAIS DU DESIGN
LIBÉRATION
L'OFFICIEL DES GALERIES
MODERN MAGAZINE
RUSSIAN MIND

WEB
ARTBINDER
ARTFACTS
ARTHEBDOMEDIAS.COM
ARTISTIKREZO
ARTPORTS.COM
CULTURE SECRETS
EAP
KOONESS
LUXSURE.COM
MEARTO
VNTG
WIDEWALLS

- Newsletters : a targeted communication from May till October
sent to a certified database : 10.000 collectors, professionals,
galleries... 40.000 contacts from the general public.

COMMUNICATION

C.E.O: Isabelle KEIT-PARINAUD

Adeline KEIT
+33 (0)9 87 72 49 90
adeline.keit@orexpo.fr

- Website: links to partner websites on partner page of Art
Élysées–Art & Design and 8e Avenue

Show Manager: Adeline KEIT

•

Billboards & ads displayed all around Paris:

Consultant: Jean-Marc de CHAUVIGNY

•

300 parking posters of 120x176 on display in business
districts and around the fair.

Financial & administrative director: Manuel VARLIETTE

•

7.000 posters (60 x 40 cm) on display in shops, cafés
and restaurant windows...

Chairman of the artistic Committee: Baudoin LEBON

•

20 flags in the center of Paris.

•

10.000 VIP invitations

•

20.000 Daily invitations

•

3.000 catalogues

•

30.000 programs

•

10.000 Art Élysées–Art & Design tote bags

•

50 adverts in many magazines, daily and weekly newspapers,
in specialized and general press, in French and Foreign
newspapers.

Project Manager: Sara BERTHIER

• Métro :
Lignes 1 ou 13
Champs-Elysées-Clémenceau
et Lignes 1 _ 8 ou 12 Concorde
•

RER : Ligne C / Station Invalides
AR
TE

•

Bus :
28 _ 32 _ 42 _ 72 _ 73 _ 80 _ 83 _ 93

•

Velib' : Borne (8001) avenue Dutuit

Radio adverts

•

Social networks

•

52 partners
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E
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•

•

Head Office
4, avenue de Messine - 75008 Paris
+33 (0)9 87 72 49 90
info@orexpo.fr
www.artelysees.fr

LOCATION

• Parkings :
Rond-point des Champs-Elysées,
Invalides et Concorde.

Avec le parrainge du
ministère de la Culture

Art Élysées 2019,
with the support of the
Ministry of Culture.

ORGANISATION | OREXPO

Vehicle access:

Avenue Dutuit, Paris 8e

ES

Head office
4, avenue de Messine, 75008 Paris
+33 (0)9 87 72 49 90
info@orexpo.fr
www.artelysees.fr

RCS : PARIS 422793752

OREXPO

